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Abstract. Atmospheric waveguides have been linked to amplified atmospheric Rossby waves and therefore to extreme weather

events in the mid-latitudes. Waveguides have often been calculated on zonal-mean data, and/or on timescales of a month or

longer. Here, I develop an objective algorithm to detect barotropic waveguides, and create a dataset of time- and spatially-

varying waveguides in both summer and winter for both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere (NH/SH), including a metric

of waveguide depth. In this dataset, waveguides for waves of zonal wavenumber 5 exist in the extra-tropics on more than 40% of5

days across many longitudes, with the frequency of occurrence reducing for higher zonal wavenumbers. Waveguides tend to be

more frequent, and deeper, in summer than in winter, and more frequent in the NH than the SH. Composites of days with high

spatial mean waveguide depth over particular regions show a double jet structure associated with strong waveguide occurrence,

consistent with previous research. Significant positive correlations exist between waveguide depth and the presence/strength

of quasi-stationary waves. In the SH these correlations are strong across much of the mid-latitudes in both seasons, whilst10

in the NH significant correlations are found only over the Atlantic, Europe and Asia during NH summer, with the strongest

correlations over the Atlantic and western Europe, a region notable for its strong positive trend in extreme heat temperature

events in recent decades.

1 Introduction

The circulation associated with large scale atmospheric Rossby waves (Rossby, 1939) is known to be associated with extreme15

weather (e.g. Bosart et al., 1996; Screen and Simmonds, 2014; Chen et al., 2015; Hoskins and Woollings, 2015; Wirth et al.,

2018; White et al., 2022). This includes temperature extremes (e.g. Marengo et al., 2002; Teng et al., 2013; Parker et al., 2014;

McKinnon et al., 2016; Wolf et al., 2018; Röthlisberger et al., 2019), as well as extreme precipitation and related flooding (e.g.

Blackburn et al., 2008; Schubert et al., 2011; Hirata and Grimm, 2016; Vries and Jan, 2021). The connection to temperature

extremes is thought to be particularly strong for waves that become quasi-stationary, i.e. have near-zero phase speed, and20

thus exhibit circulation anomalies that are persistent in space for many days (Wolf et al., 2018; Röthlisberger et al., 2019;

Ali et al., 2021), and/or high amplitude (Petoukhov et al., 2016; Jiménez-Esteve et al., 2022). The mechanisms underlying

this quasi-stationary and amplifying behaviour are not yet fully understood (e.g. Screen and Simmonds, 2013a; White et al.,

2022), and there is particular uncertainty around how such mechanisms might be impacted by anthropogenic climate change

and related Arctic amplification (Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Coumou et al., 2018; Blackport and Screen, 2020). It has been25
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suggested, however, that the jet configurations that create ‘atmospheric Rossby waveguides’ (e.g. Martius et al., 2010) may

play an important role in the amplification of Rossby waves and any future changes in such waves (Hoskins and Woollings,

2015; Petoukhov et al., 2016; Mann et al., 2017; White et al., 2022); improved understanding of atmospheric waveguides and

their role in the existence and amplification of quasi-stationary waves is therefore of great interest.

Atmospheric Rossby waveguides are regions of the atmosphere in which the background circulation, due to strong merid-30

ional gradients in potential vorticity (PV), provides a preferred, typically zonally oriented, pathway for the propagation of

Rossby waves. Such gradients are associated with atmospheric jets (Manola et al., 2013; Wirth et al., 2018; Branstator and

Teng, 2017; Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993; Martius et al., 2010; Giannakaki and Martius, 2016),

although in a full baroclinic atmosphere, meridional gradients in PV can also result from meridional gradients in static sta-

bility. Recent studies, however, have suggested that quasi-stationary waves are largely equivalent barotropic, and thus the35

barotropic approximation may be sufficiently applicable to provide useful insights into the behaviour of quasi-stationary waves

(e.g. Petoukhov et al., 2013). Through the linearization of the barotropic equations, Hoskins and Karoly (1981) developed a

simple theory for the propagation of waves in a barotropic atmosphere. This theory includes the definition of a ‘stationary

wavenumber’ of the background flow, the wavenumber for which a Rossby wave would become stationary in that flow. The

spatial distribution of this stationary wavenumber field dictates how waves will propagate, allowing ‘ray tracing’ – calculation40

of the expected pathway of a theoretical Rossby wave for the given background flow. Despite the limitations of this theory

(e.g. Wirth, 2020), including questionable validity of the underlying assumptions (limitations articulated clearly in the original

papers), the theory provides qualitatively useful insights into the behaviour of waves in both idealized simulations and with

realistic flow conditions (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993; Hsu and Lin, 1992; Hoskins and Woollings,

2015; White et al., 2017).45

The theory of atmospheric waveguides has been used to understand the propagation of Rossby waves on a range of timescales,

from climatological or seasonal means (Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993; Ding and Wang, 2005; Branstator, 2014) to waves as-

sociated with extreme events with durations of between one week to one month (Petoukhov et al., 2013). One of the key

requirements of linear waveguide theory is that there is a clear separation between the ‘waves’ and the ‘background flow’ on

which the waves propagate. Without this clear separation between the background flow and the waves, much care must be50

taken in the interpretation of results (Andrews, 1985; Held et al., 2002), especially with the non-linear flows often associated

with extreme events (White et al., 2022). A relatively common approach for the separation of waves and background flow is

to take the longitudinal (zonal) mean as the background flow, and waves as deviations from this zonal mean (e.g. Hoskins and

Karoly, 1981; Petoukhov et al., 2013, 2016). An extension to this is to use a ‘zonalized’ flow, in which PV is conserved during

the calculation of a zonal mean flow (e.g. Nakamura and Zhu, 2010; Nakamura and Solomon, 2011; Methven and Berrisford,55

2015). Particularly in the Northern hemisphere, however, the tropospheric jets vary substantially with longitude, affecting the

waveguides, and thus the propagation of waves (Branstator, 1983; Branstator and Teng, 2017). More recent work has extended

this PV zonalization technique to a longitudinally-varying zonalized flow (Polster and Wirth, 2023). Another alternative ap-

proach is to take a time mean circulation as the background flow, in which climatological or seasonal means are considered

as the background flow (e.g. Hoskins and Ambrizzi, 1993). This works well for understanding climatological pathways of60
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waves; however, when using waveguides to understand extreme events, which by definition occur for a limited period, it may

be helpful to understand how a time-varying background flow affects the probability of high-amplitude quasi-stationary waves

developing. Further complicating this separation of waves and background flow, waves can themselves feedback onto and im-

pact the ‘background’ zonal wind (Lorenz and Hartmann, 2003; Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000). Even without feedbacks,

(Wirth and Polster, 2021) show that a high amplitude non-linear wave can create zonal mean conditions consistent with a65

waveguide, and so a correlation between waveguides and waves does not imply that waveguides are causing the waves.

To better understand and study the connections between atmospheric waveguides and quasi-stationary waves, in this study

an objective algorithm is developed, using the barotropic stationary wavenumber waveguide definition of Hoskins and Karoly

(1981); Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) to identify waveguides on zonally- and time-varying flow. This algorithm is applied to

ERA5 re-analysis data (Hersbach et al., 2020) to produce maps of waveguide presence and strength from 1980 to 2022. This is,70

to the author’s knowledge, the first such dataset of observed waveguides. This dataset is explored to examine the climatological

statistics of barotropic waveguides, the zonal wind conditions typically associated with waveguides, and correlations with

quasi-stationary waves.

2 Data and pre-processing

ERA5 re-analysis data (Hersbach et al., 2020) are used in this study as an approximation of the observed state of the atmosphere75

for calculation of waveguides and quasi-stationary waves. Zonal and meridional wind data are downloaded at 6-hourly temporal

resolution, before being averaged into daily means. The data are regridded to a regular latitude-longitude 1×1 ◦ grid using

the Climate Data Store API (Hersbach et al., 2023). Following Hoskins and Karoly (1981); Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993);

Petoukhov et al. (2013); Wolf et al. (2018), winds at 300hPa are used for both the waveguides and the waves, although this is

slightly higher than the equivalent barotropic level of 425hPa estimated by Held et al. (1985).80

2.1 Background flow

As discussed in the introduction, filtering of the atmospheric circulation fields is required to separate the waves from the

slowly-varying background flow that may act as a waveguide. This problem is non-trivial, and there is no single definition

of the slowly-varying background flow. In this study I follow Branstator (1983), and calculate background flow conditions

by filtering the zonal wind using a fast Fourier Transform, and retaining only zonal wavenumbers k = 0, 1 and 2. Using85

these wavenumbers provides some spatial scale separation from the quasi-stationary waves, discussed in the following section,

which retain only zonal wavenumbers 4-15. Sensitivity tests in which zonal wavenumber 3 is also retained when calculating

the waveguides shows no sensitivity of the main conclusions to this choice (see Section 5.1). As noted by Wirth (2020), zonal

mean filtering does not remove the effects of non-linear waves such as blocking events, and similar arguments can be made

for the Fourier filtering applied here. Caution is therefore still required in interpreting the results of this analysis, particularly90

when considering the direction of any causality between waveguides and waves.
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A time filter is also applied to further remove impacts of transient waves from the background flow. A simple running mean

filter of 15 days is used, chosen to be compatible with the time filtering commonly used for quasi-stationary waves (e.g. Wolf

et al., 2018; Röthlisberger et al., 2019). As with the zonal filtering, this will not remove all traces of non-linear waves such as

blocking, even if they do occur on timescales shorter than that of the filter. In Section 5.1 I show that the conclusions of this95

paper are unaffected by using a 10 day filter instead of 15 days.

2.2 Quasi-stationary waves

One of the main interests in atmospheric waveguides is their potential connection to high-amplitude quasi-stationary waves

(QSWs) that can lead to extreme weather. Here a method of extracting the envelope of QSWs is used, following Wolf et al.

(2018). This method calculates a running mean on meridional wind data to isolate quasi-stationary waves, applies a fast Fourier100

transform to select the planetary wavenumbers of interest, and then uses a Hilbert transform to calculate the amplitude of the

wave envelope, following Zimin et al. (2003). Following the application of a 15-day running mean to daily mean meridional

wind data, v, a smoothed daily climatology is calculated using a Savitzky-Golay filter of order 1, with a 51 day window.

Anomalies from this climatology, v′, are then used to calculate quasi-stationary waves using a Hilbert transform. Whilst pre-

vious studies have used a latitude-dependent wavelength filter (e.g. Wolf et al., 2018), here a fixed wavenumber range of105

4-15 is used at all latitudes to maintain a similar separation from the background flow at each latitude. The sensitivity of this

choice is tested, showing that it makes a noticeable difference, particularly at high latitudes, confirming that care is required to

interpret the separation between waves and the background flow. Wolf and Wirth (2015) note that the semi-geostrophic nature

of Rossby waves often results in the Hilbert transform separating a single Rossby wavepacket into fragments; for simplicity, a

semi-geostrophic transformation is not applied here — the QSW envelope field is averaged over 20◦ longitude, reducing the110

impacts of the fragmentation.

3 Waveguide identification

To identify the presence of a waveguide, we follow the definition of Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and Hoskins and Ambrizzi

(1993) based on the linearized barotropic PV equation, with the assumption that meridional gradients in PV will dominate

in the background flow, as in Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993). This approach first calculates a diagnostic called the stationary115

wavenumber, Ks and then defines a waveguide for wavenumber k as a region of finite Ks > k bounded to both the north and

south by ‘turning points’ (TPs) or ‘turning latitudes’ where Ks = k. The stationary wavenumber is calculated as:

Ks = a(βM/UM )1/2 (1)

where a is the radius of the Earth, βM is the meridional gradient of absolute vorticity, transformed onto a Mercator projec-

tion, and UM is the Mercator basic zonal wind. Following Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and making use of the identities for120

differentiation on the Mercator projection given in Appendix A, these two variables are calculated as:

βM =
2Ωcos2ϕ

a
− cosϕ

a2

∂

∂ϕ

1
cosϕ

∂

∂ϕ
(UMcos2ϕ) (2)
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where

UM =
U

cosϕ
(3)

Once KS has been calculated on the temporally and zonally filtered U , an algorithm identifies waveguides for waves of125

integer wavenumber k from 4 to 9. At each longitude, and time, the algorithm looks for regions where two turning points (TPs)

exist, such that k < Ks <∞ between the TPs and Ks < k immediately outside of the TPs. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which

Ks for a particular day and longitude is shown, with TPs identified for wavenumbers k = 4,5,6, and the hatching illustrating

the waveguides for these different k. Once a waveguide is detected based on Ks, a minimum threshold is applied to the zonal

wind U within the waveguide, the maximum waveguide depth, Wd = Ks−k within the waveguide, and to the waveguide width,130

Ww, the meridional distance between the TPs. These criteria limit detection to substantial waveguides within westerly flow.

In the main results the following thresholds are used to define the presence of a waveguide: U ≥ 0.5m/s; Wd ≥ 1; Ww ≥ 5◦

latitude. The two hemispheres are treated separately, and the algorithm only looks for TPs between 20-85◦ N/S. This therefore

includes much of the sub-tropical jets, but reduces the influence of the cut-off latitude on waveguides in the extra-tropics. In

section 5.1 I show the the results within the mid-latitudes are largely insensitive to changing the equatorward cut-off to be 30◦135

N/S. The minimum waveguide depth and width thresholds can be easily varied through input arguments to the algorithm, and

in Section 5.1 I show that the main results of this paper are insensitive to the exact values chosen.

Figure 1. Illustration of the waveguide detection algorithm for a given day and longitude. The black thick line denotes the stationary

wavenumber Ks as a function of latitude. The ‘turning points’ are marked as ‘TP’ for wavenumbers k =4, 5 and 6. Shading illustrates where

waveguides exist for these different wavenumbers.

Once a waveguide has been detected, the algorithm saves the waveguide depth, Wd at each gridpoint within the waveguide.

Evaluating when Wd is non-zero allows for a quick calculation of the local waveguide frequency, i.e. the number of days when

each gridpoint lies within a detected waveguide.140
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4 Climatological waveguide statistics

The waveguide detection algorithm described above is used to identify waveguides in ERA5 data from 1979-2022 during two

seasons, winter (December-February in the Northern hemisphere, NH; June - August in the Southern hemisphere, SH) and

summer (June-August in the NH; December-February in the SH). First, climatological waveguide statistics maps are presented

for both hemispheres. In the subsection following this, composites of days with high vs low waveguide presence in particular145

regions are presented, to study the circulation associated with ‘strong’ vs ‘weak’ waveguide days.

4.1 Waveguide frequency and depth

Climatological waveguide frequencies (fraction of days that each gridpoint lies within a waveguide) are shown for wavenum-

bers 4≤ k ≤ 7 during both winter and summer for the NH (Fig. 2) and SH (Fig. 3). It is clear that the waveguides are largely

constrained to the sub-tropics and mid-latitudes, as expected based on the location of the climatological jets. The black contours150

in the figures show the seasonal climatology of the zonally-filtered zonal wind U used as the background flow. Fig. 2 shows a

Figure 2. Seasonal waveguide frequency for the NH for summer (left column) and winter (right column) for zonal wavenumbers 4-7. Note

the non-linear progression of the color bar at the smallest frequencies.

northward migration of waveguide frequency during summer, in line with the jets, as expected. Despite the strengthening of the

NH jet streams during winter, the frequency of waveguides is not substantially greater, and in many regions is, in fact, lower

than in summer. Sensitivity studies show this result remains when using a lower-latitude cut-off of 30◦N for turning points

instead of 20◦N.155
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Figure 3. As for Fig. 2, but for the SH. Seasonal waveguide frequency for SH summer (left column) and winter (right column) for zonal

wavenumbers 4-7. Note the non-linear progression of the color bar at the smallest frequencies.

In both seasons, the climatological peak waveguide frequency is found slightly equatorward of the climatological jet peak

at almost all longitudes (Fig. 2). A similar equatorward shift relative to the jet peak is found in the climatological stationary

wavenumber, and can also be seen in the climatological fields calculated by Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993) and Ambrizzi et al.

(1995). Analysis of the terms in Eq. 2 shows that, for the climatological fields, this response is mostly due to the meridional

gradient of planetary vorticity term, 2Ωcos2ϕ
a , which is larger closer to the equator. It has also been shown that, in some regions,160

equatorward shifted jets can be stronger (Woollings et al., 2018), and thus might be more likely to act as a waveguide (Manola

et al., 2013). This may also contribute to the latitudinal shift between the maximum waveguide frequency and the maximum

climatological jet in some regions.

In the SH mid-latitude jet, poleward of 35◦S, the algorithm largely only detects waveguides for wavenumbers k = 4,5, and

not for higher k ≥ 6. This is consistent with the values of Ks shown by Ambrizzi et al. (1995) and of the dominant variability165

in the SH mid-latitudes shown in Manola et al. (2013). The overall waveguide frequency is also typically lower in the SH than

in the NH; although this is particularly the case for higher wavenumbers. This is despite faster zonal wind speeds in the SH

(c.f. Figs. 2 and 3), which are typically associated with more waveguidability (e.g. Manola et al., 2013). Reduced waveguide

frequency with increasing U is however, consistent with the Eq. 1, in which the magnitude of U appears in the denominator

of the equation for Ks, and only appears in the second term of βM (see Eq. 2). Calculations of Ks on linear multiples of the170

climatological JJA U at various different longitudes confirms that, as U increases in strength but the latitudinal shape remains
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constant, Ks decreases in magnitude. If U becomes too weak, then the subtropical turning latitude vanishes, and there is no

waveguide; whilst a waveguide exists, however, increasing U reduces the zonal wavenumber within the waveguide.

Average waveguide depths, defined as KS − k averaged over days only when a waveguide is present, are shown in Figs. 4

(NH) and 5 (SH). Regions where waveguides occur on fewer than 1% of days are masked out to reduce noise. In summer in the175

NH, the deepest waveguides lie south of the climatological jets, where the meridional gradient of planetary vorticity is high, and

U is relatively weak, leading to high values of Ks. The large difference in low-latitude waveguide strength between winter and

summer is sensitive to the latitudinal cut-off for a defined waveguide combined with the seasonal cycle in the latitude of the jet.

In the mid-latitudes the average waveguide depth is, over most regions, stronger in summer than in winter for low wavenumbers

(k = 4,5). These figures also show that, whilst high-latitude waveguides (poleward of 60◦ N/S) are relatively infrequent (see180

Fig. 2), when they do occur, they can be relatively strong, with depths greater than 2 or 3 wavenumbers, particularly over the

Northern Pacific region.

Figure 4. Seasonal waveguide depth (Ks−k when waveguide is present) for the NH for summer (left column) and winter (right column) for

zonal wavenumbers 4-7. Fields are masked to where the climatological waveguides frequency shown in Fig. 2 exceeds 0.01, i.e. at least 1%

of days have a waveguide present.

4.2 Waveguide composites

To study the conditions associated with strong waveguides, a single ‘waveguide strength’ metric is defined for each day and

each gridpoint by summing the waveguide depths across all wavenumbers for which a waveguide exists. Regional averages of185

this waveguide strength are made over different regions, and composites are created for both high and low waveguide days –
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Figure 5. As for Fig. 4, but for the SH. Seasonal waveguide depth (Ks − k when waveguide is present) for SH summer (left column) and

winter (right column) for zonal wavenumbers 4-7.

days in which the regional waveguide strength exceeds (is less than) the 90th (10th) percentile. Latitudes are weighted equally,

despite waveguides at higher latitudes extending less far zonally due to the curvature of the Earth.

4.2.1 Zonal winds

Figure 6 shows the differences in (unfiltered) zonal wind composites between high waveguide days and low waveguide days for190

four distinct regions in the NH, demonstrating the anomalous background wind conditions associated with particularly strong

waveguides in each region. The boxes for the regional averages are shown in the dashed black lines, whilst a single contour of

the anomalous waveguide strength (high - low days) is shown in magenta, to demonstrate that different regions are dominated

by waveguides at different latitudes, despite each boxed region having the same latitudinal limits (40-60◦ N); this waveguide

field is masked to 0 equatorward of 35◦ N/S to reduce noise in the plots.195

In each region and season analysed in Fig. 6 a ‘double jet structure’ is present in the vicinity of the waveguide: a region

of anomalously low zonal wind at, or immediately to the north of, the region of high waveguide strength, with two regions

of anomalously strong zonal winds, one to the north, and one to the south, of the central low anomaly. Such a structure has

been previously identified as connected to waveguides (Petoukhov et al., 2013; Kornhuber et al., 2016; Rousi et al., 2022),

and is mathematically consistent with the requirement for high ∂2U/∂ϕ2 in equation 2. This structure has been described as a200

strong high-latitude Arctic front jet combined with a strong and narrow subtropical jet (Mann et al., 2018). The meridionally
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aligned zonal wind anomalies associated with high waveguide days also shift in latitude with the waveguide region selected

(not shown).

Figure 6. Northern hemisphere 300hPa zonal wind (U300) differences between composites of the 10% of days with strongest waveguide

presence in the black boxed region relative to composites of the 10% of days with the weakest waveguide presence, for different regions

(rows) and for summer (JJA; left) and winter (DJF; right).

Similar results can be seen in the SH, shown in Fig. 7, although the anomalous jet structure for waveguides from 0-180◦E

is typically one high node of anomalously high U , with two nodes of lower U to the north and south, in contrast to the more205

consistent two anomalous high nodes seen in the NH.

5 Waveguides and atmospheric waves

As an example of further research that can be performed with this waveguide dataset, correlations are calculated between

waveguides and quasi-stationary waves to determine whether quasi-stationary waves are indeed correlated with the presence

of waveguides, as has been hypothesised (Petoukhov et al., 2016; White et al., 2022). First, smoothed daily climatologies210

of both waveguides and QSW envelope magnitude were created, by calculating a daily climatology, and then applying an
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Figure 7. As for Fig. 6, but for the Southern hemisphere. 300hPa zonal wind (U300) differences between composites of the 10% of days

with strongest waveguide presence in the black boxed region relative to composites of the 10% of days with the weakest waveguide presence,

for different regions (rows) and for SH summer (left) and winter (right)

order-1 Savitzky-Golay filter with a window length of 61 days. Anomalies from these climatologies were calculated to remove

the impacts of any seasonal cycles on observed correlations. As a consequence of the time-filtering of the input data for the

calculation of both the waveguides and QSW envelopes, as well as intrinsic atmospheric memory, both fields exhibit auto-

correlation. To reduce the impacts of this on the degrees of freedom for calculating the significance of the correlations, both215

fields are sub-sampled with one sample every 10 days; auto-correlation of the sub-sampled waveguide dataset is under 0.1

almost everywhere.

Pearson correlation coefficients are calculated over time for data in JJA and DJF separately, for QSW envelope values and

waveguide strength values (summed over wavenumbers 4-9) averaged over 20◦ longitude by 5◦ latitude boxes. Correlation

coefficients are shown in Fig. 8, with hatching indicating statistical significance, where p-values have been adjusted to ac-220

count for the false discovery rate of repeating multiple significance tests over space. The adjustment was performed using

scipy.stats.false_discovery_control with the Benjaminini-Yekutieli procedure, as the values are not from independent tests due
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to spatial correlation; this is a more conservative test, and thus significance is shown for both p < 0.1 (diagonal hatching) and

p < 0.05 (cross-hatching).

Figure 8. Pearson correlation coefficient between waveguide strength and QSW strength, each averaged over 20◦ longitude × 5◦ latitude

boxes for both summer and winter in both hemispheres. Diagonal hatching indicates regions where the correlation is statistically significant

at p < 0.1, and cross-hatching at p < 0.05.

Positive correlations are found between waveguides and quasi-stationary waves over much of the mid-latitudes in summer225

in both hemispheres. In the northern hemisphere there are relatively strong zonal variations, with significant correlations only

over the Atlantic and western Europe, and across China. In the southern hemisphere there is a more zonally symmetric band

of positive correlation around 40◦S. The correlations, even where statistically significant, are relatively weak, with typical

correlation coefficients of r < 0.25.

Winter has weaker correlations between waveguides and QSWs than summer (compare Figs. 8c-d with 8a-b), particularly230

in the NH, where there is limited statistical significance in winter. In the southern hemisphere the zonally symmetric band of

positive correlations seen in summer is also present in winter, although with weaker values and less significance.
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5.1 Sensitivity tests

As discussed in Section 3, the waveguide identification process includes several parameters, including the wavenumber and

time filtering of the background flow, and minimum thresholds for waveguide depth and width. Here we briefly explore the sen-235

sitivity of the waveguide climatological frequencies, and the correlations between waveguides and QSWs to these parameters.

As the detection of waveguides presented here depends on meridional gradients, it may be sensitive to the spatial resolution

of the data. This is particularly relevant for applications of a waveguide algorithm to climate model output, which can have

resolutions of 2◦ or lower. To understand the impact of resolution on the detection of waveguides, the 1×1◦ ERA5 data are

bilinearly regridded to a 2.5×2.5◦ grid using the Climate Data Operators (CDO) and the waveguide detection procedure is240

repeated on these data.

Figure 9 shows the climatological frequency of NH summer waveguides for k = 6 for a range of different parameters,

including different wavenumber and time filtering for the pre-processing (panels a-d), different minimum widths and depths

for the waveguide (panels e-f), selecting 30◦N as the equatorward cutoff latitude for turning points (panel g), and using an

input dataset at 2.5×2.5◦ resolution (panel h). It is clear from Fig. 9 that differences in climatological waveguide frequency are245

relatively small for the range of parameters explored here.

Lastly, I explore the sensitivity of the correlation between waveguides and quasi-stationary waves, again, focussing only on

NH summer. As changes to the climatological frequency are small for the range of parameters explored in Fig. 9, correlations

are calculated for only a subset of the different parameters (Fig. 10a-c), plus the low-latitude cut-off of 30◦N (Fig. 10e) and

waveguides calculated on the 2.5×2.5◦ input data (Fig. 10f). The resolution of the QSW data is unchanged, as averages over250

boxes larger than the QSW resolution are taken prior to the correlation calculation.

In Fig. 10d I show the correlation when defining the ‘waveguide strength’, using the maximum waveguide depth across

different wavenumbers in contrast to the sum of waveguide depths used previously. As for the climatological waveguide

frequency, there is relatively little sensitivity to any of these changes explored, and the conclusions remain unchanged.

6 Discussion255

This paper describes an objective detection algorithm for barotropic atmospheric waveguides on temporally and zonally varying

flow, and some statistics of the waveguides identified by this algorithm, including climatologies and their associations with

quasi-stationary waves. Waveguides are not particularly unusual; in the maxima of the climatological jets, waveguides for

k ≥ 4 waves occur on over 50% of days in both summer and winter in both hemispheres. Whilst in general waveguides are

spatially associated with the jets, as expected, there is broadly an enhanced waveguide frequency in summer over winter, despite260

typically weaker jets in summer, highlighting a rather complex relationship between jet strength and barotropic waveguides.

Manola et al. (2013) concluded that ‘strong, narrow jets’ create good waveguide conditions, and the results shown here may

be indicating the importance of narrow over, or at least in addition to, strong. Further research is required to fully investigate

this result; however, this suggests that understanding the impacts of anthropogenic climate change on barotropic waveguides is

non-trivial, even if we had a clear understanding of how climate change will impact jet strengths.265
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Figure 9. Climatological frequency of NH k = 6 waveguides in JJA for different sensitivity parameters and dataset resolution. Panels a-g

are all with 1×1◦ resolution data, with panel h with 2.5×2.5◦ data. a. wavelength = 2, time filter = 15, minimum depth = 1, minimum width

= 5 (as shown in Fig. 2e); b. wavelength = 3, time filter = 15, minimum depth = 1, minimum width = 5; c. wavelength = 2, time filter = 10,

minimum depth = 1, minimum width = 5; d. wavelength = 2, time filter = 15, minimum depth = 1, minimum width = 3; e. wavelength = 2,

time filter = 15, minimum depth = 0.1, minimum width = 3; f. wavelength = 2, time filter = 15, minimum depth = 0.5, minimum width = 5;

g. as for a. but with the equatorward turning point cut-off at 30◦N; h. as for a. but with 2.5×2.5◦ data.

One of the potential limitations of the turning latitude approach to identifying waveguides used here, in contrast to a PV

gradient approach, is that it introduces a binary definition - either a waveguide exists (two turning latitudes exist), or it does

not (Wirth, 2020). The algorithm described here attempts to reduce this problem by calculating a waveguide ‘depth’ for a

given zonal wavenumber, k. I then define a total ‘waveguide strength’ as the sum of the waveguide depths for wavenumbers

4≥ k ≤ 9. Composites of days with high vs low waveguide strength show clear double jet zonal wind patterns, as previously270

identified as associated with waveguides (Rousi et al., 2022). This waveguide strength also correlates positively with quasi-

stationary wave activity in much of the mid-latitudes. An additional limitation of this method is the missing influence of

atmospheric stability, which is captured in a PV waveguide definition (e.g. Xu et al., 2021); work to contrast and compare the

turning latitude and PV gradient waveguide definitions would be very interesting.

Figures 8 and 10 show significant positive correlations between the presence of strong waveguides and the presence of275

strong quasi-stationary waves across the mid-latitude, although correlations are relatively weak, and are not significant in all

regions in both seasons. Positive correlations are typically stronger in the southern hemisphere, with significant correlations

in the northern hemisphere limited to the Atlantic and Eurasian regions in summer. This connection has been hypothesised,
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Figure 10. Correlation coefficient between waveguide strength and QSW amplitude, each averaged over 20◦ longitude × 5◦ latitude boxes,

for NH summer for different sensitivity parameters, dataset resolution, and waveguide strength definition. Unless otherwise stated, the

resolution is 1×1◦ resolution and waveguide strength is the sum of waveguide depth over wavenumbers 4-9. a. wavelength = 2, time filter =

15, minimum depth = 1, minimum width = 5 (identical to Fig. 8a); b. as for a. but with time filter = 10 for both waveguides and QSWs; c. as

for a. but with minimum depth = 0.1, minimum width = 3; d. as for a. but with waveguide strength as the maximum waveguide depth over

wavenumbers 4-9; e. as for a. but with the waveguide turning point cut-off at 30◦N instead of 20◦N; f. as for a. but with 2.5×2.5◦ data.

and shown to some extent in monthly data in previous studies (Petoukhov et al., 2013, 2016; Mann et al., 2017). Notably, the

strongest correlation between waveguides and QSWs in the NH is found in summer over western Europe (and upstream over280

the Atlantic), a region which has seen a noticeable increase in summer heat extremes in recent years associated with changing

atmospheric circulation patterns (Vautard et al., 2023). These changing atmospheric circulation patterns may be connected

to trends in Rossby waves (Kornhuber et al., 2019), and possibly Rossby waveguides. It has been hypothesised that Arctic

amplification may be reducing the speed of the jet, potentially changing waveguide frequency or strength, and subsequently

changes in amplified Rossby waves (e.g. Coumou et al., 2014; Mann et al., 2018; Coumou et al., 2018), although there is not285

yet consensus on this theory (Screen and Simmonds, 2013a, b; Blackport and Screen, 2020), and aerosols may also have played

an equal or stronger role in recent trends in some regions (Dong et al., 2022). The strong connection between waveguides and

quasi-stationary waves over Europe warrants further investigation as to the role changing waveguides may have had on recent

trends in heatwaves.

It should be noted that causality from waveguides to QSWs has not been established here. Atmospheric blocks, which would290

show up as a positive anomaly in the quasi-stationary wave metric, can lead to a double jet structure that increases waveguide

probability (Wirth and Polster, 2021). Using a zonalized flow (Methven and Berrisford, 2015), as performed by (Polster and

Wirth, 2023) may provide an improved separation of the waves and the background flow; repeating this waveguide detection

and analysis on background U derived using a zonalization technique would be very interesting. Because of this connection

between waves and waveguides, caution is required in interpreting the direction of any causality between waveguides, quasi-295
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stationary waves and heatwaves. The waveguide dataset produced in this study could be an important step in establishing any

causality, and its direction.

7 Conclusions

Zonally-varying barotropic waveguides are identified in ERA5 data from 1980-2022 on daily temporal resolution. Climatolog-

ical waveguide statisics show that near the centre of the mid-latitude jets a waveguide exists on up to 70% of days. Waveguides300

are found to be slightly more frequent in summer than winter, and more frequent in the Northern hemisphere than the Southern.

A double jet structure is found to be associated with strong waveguide days, particularly over the North Atlantic and European

regions. Positive correlations are found between waveguide strength and the presence of strong quasi-stationary waves, par-

ticularly in the Southern Hemisphere. In the Northern hemisphere, statistically significant correlations are found only during

summer over the North Atlantic, Europe and Asia.305

Data availability. ERA5 data were downloaded from the Copernicus Data Store (CDS): https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp!/dataset/reanalysis-

era5-pressure-levels
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